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Q2 GDP data is likely to be weak 

 

 
Macro: Industrial production and sales were strong in June; exports 
moved in tandem with industry; constructions continue to suffer  
 (Page 3- 4) 

Industry related data for June was strong:  sales rose by 6.7% YoY and industrial 

production by 5% YoY compared to a decline of 1.2% YoY and  1.7% respectively, in 

May. New orders data was also encouraging: +9.4% YoY. Unfortunately, the industry 

confidence indicator is weaker in July than in June. In line with the observed industrial 

production figure, exports had a very good month in June: +7% YoY compared to the 

stagnation in May. As imports continued to dive (-6.5% YoY), the trade deficit shrank by 

roughly two thirds compared to June 2012. In June, just like in most of all the year so 

far, construction activity retracted: -4.6% YoY. The worst performing segment in H1 

2013 was the civil engineering (-8.8% YoY in H1 2013) where the scarcer public 

investments showed their mark. Given the poor results of constructions and retail sales, 

we see Q2 GDP growth at 0.1% QoQ, with risks to the downside. 

 

FX markets: International macro data will shape the leu’s trajectory 
this week (Page 5) 

For the moment, leu’s trajectory’s is shaped by several short term drivers. Among the 

positive ones we list: the favorable risk perception and the perspective of higher bond 

prices which still attracts foreigners’interest. The auctions scheduled by the Treasury in 

August fit the investment horizon targeted by non residents Among the less favorable 

influences we see: Q2 GDP growth rate which is likely to disapoint, the good liquidity 

conditions in the RON market and the perspective of Fed starting tapering in 

September. This week July US retail sales data will be available and early signs are 

optimistic; last time the markets became frenetic about tapering, the leu and its peers 

depreciated against the euro. Given the above drivers, we see the chances for the leu 

to appreciate further this week as rather low. However, next week we expect to see the 

leu strenghtening at least around auction dates (Monday and Thursday). 

 

Government securities: The yield curve shifted down after  

NBR’s policy message (Page 6 - 7) 

Yields sank 16-36 bp last week and as expected, the size of the drop was significant 

because the 50 bp cut in the base rate had not been anticipated by the market and 

consequently it was not fully priced in. All yields are back below the 5% level and back 

to levels close to May, when the all times low was touched. Same as in May, RON 

interest rates are low and risk perception towards the region is favorable. Romania 

successfully sold 600 mn RON in government securities last week. Demand was solid: 

the bid to cover mounted to 8X in the case of the12M Tbills and 3X for the 10Y bonds. 

The average accepted yield stood at 4.15% (12M) and 4.97% (10Y), respectively. 

 

MM: Money market rates eased significantly (Page 8- 9) 

No bank went to the repo last week for the first time since the Central Bank started to 

hold these auctions regularly. The Central Bank presented its inflation report and 

lowered only marginally the December forecast from 3.2% YoY to 3.1%. NBR said that 

risks to this projection are tilted to the downside while for the medium term they are 

tilted to the upside. Inflation is seen falling as low as 2.1% in Q1 2014  and rising slowly 

to 3% in Q3-Q4 2014. This new iteration brings new assumptions regarding the external 

hypothesis which encompasses a more pessimistic assumption regarding the economic 

advance of the EU. Today’s July inflation release reemphasizes that NBR’s call to cut 

by 50 bp was a good choice: inflation dropped to 4.4% from 5.4% YoY in June.  
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Macroeconomics: Industrial production and sales were strong in June; exports moved in 
tandem with industry; constructions continue to suffer  

 

 

Industry related data for June was strong:  sales rose by 

6.7% YoY (gross) and industrial production by 5% YoY (gross) 

compared to a decline of 1.2% YoY and  1.7% respectively, in 

May. New orders data was also encouraging: +9.4% YoY. By 

industrial groups, capital goods were the main driver (+9.6% 

YoY) but consumer goods also grew fairly nice: consumer 

durables were up 6.3% YoY and consumer non durables up 

3.2% YoY. In the month, the seasonaly adjusted data  is 

even better: +5.7% MoM. Among top performers we notice 

high value added output such as machinery and equipment 

(+11.4% MoM), other transport equipment (+10.9% MoM), 

motor vehicles and trailers (+7.9 MoM).  Unfortunately, the 

industry confidence indicator is weaker in July than in 

June. 

 In line with the observed types of goods that pushed up the 

industrial production figure, exports had a very good month in 

June: +7% YoY compared to the stagnation in May. As 

imports continued to dive (-6.5% YoY), the trade deficit 

shrank by roughly two thirds compared to June 2012. While 

this diminishes the downside risks for the currency, the dark 

side of the story remains the suffering internal demand. 

In June, just like in most of all the year so far, construction 

activity retracted: -4.6% YoY. The worst performing 

segment in H1 2013 was the civil engineering (-8.8% YoY in 

H1 2013) where the scarcer public investments showed their 

mark and the best performing was the residential segment (due 

to Q1’activity). In the month, the seasonally adjusted figures 

pointed to  2.4% MoM decline solely triggered by poor 

activity in the infrastructure works (- 8% MoM). Residential 

(+3.5% MoM) and  non residential (+6.3% MoM) works looked 

very optimistic. However, the number of residential buildings 

permits is still contracting and it was lower by 4.5% YoY in H1 

2013. For July, the constructions confidence indicator does not 

point to a major change.    

Sales and new orders look more optimistic in June; 
Industry posts strong advance (+5% YoY) 

 
Source:NIS, OTP Research 

 

Exports revived in June (+7% YoY) compared to 
previous month’s stagnation; Imports down 6.5% YoY 

 
Source: NIS, OTP Research 
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Gross wages moved up by 3.7% YoY in June, the lowest 

pace since April 2012. The average net wage stood at 1606 

RON (+3.5% YoY) and real wage dynamics was negative         

(-1.8% YoY). Inflation bit into disposible income so far this year 

and this was reflected by the poor households’ demand.  

We expect the Q2 GDP data to be released this week: 

considering the poor performance of retail sales and 

constructions, we see GDP dynamics rather flat (+0.1%QoQ) 

with risks to the downside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medium-term macroeconomic forecast *

 
Source: Eurostat, NBR, OTP Research 

Note: * under revision 

Constructions continue their decline in June (-4.7 % 
YoY); the civil engineering segment  remains weak 

 
Source: NIS, OTP Research 

Gross wage up 3.7% YoY in June compared to 5.5% 
YoY in May; Real wage is down by 1.8% YoY 

 
Source: NIS, OTP Research 
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FX markets: International macro data will shape the leu’s 
trajectory this week 
 
 
The leu ended marginally lower to the euro, on a weekly basis but and 

EUR/RON closed nearly 4.42 after having traded even around 4.46 during 

the week. As expected, the message sent by the Central Bank of future rate 

cuts, took its toll on the leu. For the moment, leu’s trajectory’s is shaped 

by several short term drivers: 

 The risk perception is favorable and euro-zone’s Q2 GDP which is 

due this week is expected to show a positive evolution (QoQ) after 6 

quarters of continous decline 

 The perspective of higher bond prices still attracts 

foreigners’interest and the auctions scheduled by the Treasury in 

August fit the investment horizon targeted by non residents  

 Q2 GDP growth rate due this week is likely to disapoint: the 

market expects +0.3% QoQ but we are more pessimistic and we see 

it rather flat 

 Good liquidity conditions and low money market rates continue 

to not favor the currency’s appreciation. 

 The perspective of Fed starting tapering in September. This 

week July retail sales data will be available and early signs are 

optimistic; last time the markets became frenetic about tapering, the 

leu and its peers depreciated against the euro. 

 

Overall, the drivers have mixed direction and the macro data to be released 

is rich. EUR/RON is currently trading around 4.415 after a successful 3Y 

(residual maturity) bond auction held by the Treasury. Given the above 

drivers, we see the chances for the leu to appreciate further this week 

as rather low. Expectations for the US retail sales data are optimistic and 

we believe it is a key signal to whether the Fed could start the tapering soon. 

Next week however, we are looking at much higher weekly bond sales 

on the primary maket:  1 bn RON compared to 300 mn RON this week. 

The maturity is favored by non residents so we could see the leu 

catching strenght at least around auction dates (Monday and Thursday). 

 
 
  

The leu  will be driven by the rich macro data to be released this week   

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

Last data: 9.08.2013 

 
Source: Reuters 
 

 

Major RON FX rates (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

 

Regional RON FX rates I. (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 

 

Regional RON FX rates II. (03.01.2011=100) 

 
Sources: Reuters, OTP Research 
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Government securities: The yield curve shifted down after  
NBR’s policy message 
 
 
Yields sank 16-36 bp last week and as expected, the size of the drop was 

significant because the 50 bp cut of the base rate had not been anticipated by 

the market and consequently it was not fully priced in. All yields are back 

below the 5% level and back to levels close to May, when the all times low 

was touched. Same as in May, RON interest rates are low and risk perception 

towards the region is favorable. Considering NBR’s expectations that inflation 

rate will fall as low as 2.1% YoY in Q1 2014 and the already announced rate 

cut cycle, the trend is set to continue in the months to come. 

 

Romania successfully sold 600 mn RON in government securities last week. 

Demand was solid: the bid to cover mounted to 8X in the case of the12M 

Tbills and 3X for the 10Y bonds. The average accepted yield stood at 4.15% 

in the first case, up 17 bp compared to the low posted in mid May. For the 10Y 

bond, the average accepted yield was 4.97%, close to the last successful 

auction in May (5.03%). The Treasury held an auction for 10Y bonds in June 

as well, but all bids were rejected at the time. This month, redemptions stand 

at 700 mn RON and planned amount is 1.9 bn RON. 

 

  Yield curve over the past weeks (Central Bank fixing) 

 
Source: NBR, OTP Research 

 T- bills auctions in August  (in RON) 

 
Sources: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

Bond auctions in August  (in RON) 

 
Sources: Ministry of Finance, OTP Research 

Note:*  Supplementary sessions of competitive offers 

Last data: 9.08.2013 

 
Source: Reuters 

Central bank benchmark fixing yields (%) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
Slope of the yield curve (bp) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
FLY 3-5-10 (bp) 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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12M Auctions data  12M Interest rates (RON) 

  
Sources: NBR, OTP Research Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

10Y Auctions data 10Y Interest rate (euro) 

  
Sources: NBR, OTP Research Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

This week’s auction results (RON  denominated)  

 
Source: NBR, OTP Research  
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MM: Money market rates eased significantly 

 

No bank went to the repo last week for the first time since the Central 

Bank started to hold these auctions regularly in Q4 2011. Liquidity 

conditions were good and banks were expecting NBR’s policy decision. The 

Central Bank presented its inflation report and lowered only marginally the 

December forecast from 3.2% YoY to 3.1%. There is a different composition 

however: inflation of administered prices is lower than expected, especially 

due to the energy component whereas a hike is noticed for the volatile food 

items. NBR said that risks to this projection are tilted to the downside 

while for the medium term they are tilted to the upside. Inflation is seen 

falling as low as 2.1% in Q1 2014  and rising slowly to 3% in Q3-Q4 

2014. This new iteration brings new assumptions regarding the external 

hypothesis which encompasses a more pessimistic assumption regarding 

the economic advance of the EU. Today’s July inflation release 

reemphasizes that NBR’s call to cut by 50 bp was a good choice: inflation 

dropped to 4.4% from 5.4% YoY in June. 

 

Banks did not go to the repo last week, for the first time since the CB 
started to regularly hold these auctions, in Q4 2011 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

Contribution to annual inflation projected for December 2013 
Administered prices’ contribution is lower than initially expected but the 
effect is offset by the food volatile prices 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

Last data: 9.08.2013 

 
Source: Reuters 
 

 

Repo operations since 2012 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

 

Interbank deposits stock and average 
interest rate 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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In July, banks used very scarcely the ON deposit facility with the CB 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 

 
 
Most important MM instruments’ evolution 

 
Sources: NBR, OTP Research 
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Disclaimer 
 
OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not intend to present this document as an objective or independent explanation of the matters contained therein. This 
document a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and b) is not 

subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 
This communication does not contain a comprehensive analysis of the described issues.  This report is issued for information purposes only and should 
not be interpreted as a suggestion, an invitation or an offer to enter into any transaction, as an investment advice, and it does not constitute legal, tax or 

accounting advice. Also it is not and should not be considered a recommendation for investment in financial instruments according to NSC Regulations 
no. 32/2006 and 15/2006.  
Information herein reflects current market practices. Additional information may be available on request. This document is intended only for the direct and 

sole use of the selected customers of OTP Bank Romania S.A. Any form of reproduction or redistribution to any other person that the intended recipients, 
including publication in whole or in part for any purpose, must not be made without the express written agreement of OTP Bank Romania S.A.  

 

Although the information in this document has been prepared in good faith from sources which OTP Bank Romania S.A. believes to be reliable, we do not 
represent or warrant its accuracy and such information may be incomplete or condensed. The issuer of this report does not claim that the information 
presented herein is perfectly accurate or complete. However it is based on sources available to the public and widely believed to be reliable. Also the 

opinions and estimates presented herein reflect a professional subjective judgment at the original date of publication and are therefore subject to change 
thereafter without notice. Furthermore there can be no guarantees that any market developments will unfold as forecasted. Opinions and estimates 
constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice.  

OTP Bank Romania S.A. may have issued reports that are different or inconsistent with the information expressed within this report and is  under no 
obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.  

 

OTP Bank Romania S.A. may hold a position or act as market maker in the financial instrument of any issuer discussed herein or act as advisor or lender 
to such issuer. This document is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation of the financial instruments discussed herein. In particular, 
information in this document regarding any issue of new financial instruments should be regarded as indicative, preliminary and for illustrative purposes 

only, and evaluation of any such financial instruments should be made solely on the basis of information contained in the relevant offering circular and 
pricing supplement when available. OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not act as a fiduciary for or an advisor to any prospective purchaser of the financial 
instruments discussed herein and is not responsible for determining the legality or suitability of an investment in the financial instruments by any 

prospective purchaser. 

 

This report is not intended to influence in any way or to be considered a substitute to research and advice centred on the specific investment objectives 

and constraints of the recipient (including tax concerns) therefore investors should obtain individual financial advice. Before purchasing or selling financial 
instruments or engaging investment services, please examine the prospectuses, regulations, terms, agreements, notices, fee letters, and any other 
relevant documents regarding financial instruments or investment services described herein in order to be capable of making a well-advised investment 

decision. Please refer to your competent adviser for advice on the risks, fees, taxes, potential losses and any other relevant conditions before you make 
your investment decision regarding financial instruments or investment services described herein. OTP Bank Romania S.A. in compliance with the 
applicable law, assumes no responsibility, obligation, warranty or guarantee whatsoever for any direct or indirect damage (including losses arising from 
investments), or for the costs or expenses, detrimental legal consequences or other sanctions (including punitive and consequential damage) sustained by 

any natural or legal person as a result of the purchase or sale of financial instruments or engaging investment services described herein, even if OTP 
Bank Romania S.A. was warned of the possibility of such occurrences. 

Figures described herein refer to the past and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.  

Investments in financial instruments carry a certain degree of risk (fluctuation of share prices, uncertainty of dividend, yields and / or profits, exchange rate 
fluctuations, etc.). The capital invested is not guaranteed, investment gains, usually assumed proportionate to risk, and pas t performance of financial 
instruments is not a guarantee for future performance. 

Please note that the Internet is not a secure environment and OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not accept any liability for any loss caused by the result  of 
using this report in a form altered or delayed by the wilful or accidental interception, corruption or virus infection.  
 

All rights reserved – OTP Bank Romania S.A. (registered seat: Street Buzesti, no. 66-68, 1st district Bucharest, Romania; company registration number: 
01-10-041585; NBR registration no RB-PJR-40-028/1999;  for further information please refer to: https://www.otpbank.ro/en). 
 

This document has been provided to the recipients upon their prior request. Your abovementioned permission may be withdrawn by an e-mail addressed 
to mihaela.neagu@otpbank.ro or a written mail addressed to OTP Bank Romania S.A , Buzesti Street, no. 66-68, 1st district, Bucharest, Romania. Please 
refer to your name and e-mail address in both cases. 
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